Figure B11
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 2b UNDER NEUTRAL (Calm) CONDITIONS
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Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD
Figure B12
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 2b UNDER MILD INVERSION (2°/100m) CONDITIONS
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Figure B13
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 2b UNDER MODERATE INVERSION (4°/100m) CONDITIONS
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Figure B14
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 2b UNDER SEVERE INVERSION (6*/100m) CONDITIONS
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Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD
Figure B16
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3a UNDER NEUTRAL (Calm) CONDITIONS

Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD.
Figure B17
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3a UNDER MILD INVERSION (2°/100m) CONDITIONS
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Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD
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PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3a UNDER MODERATE INVERSION (4°/100m) CONDITIONS

Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD
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PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3a UNDER SEVERE
INVERSION (6°/100m) CONDITIONS
Figure B20

PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE

CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3a UNDER
SOUTHEAST WIND CONDITIONS
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PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3b UNDER NEUTRAL (Calm) CONDITIONS
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Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project CD
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PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3b UNDER MODERATE INVERSION (4°/100m) CONDITIONS
Figure B24
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3b UNDER SEVERE INVERSION (6°/100m) CONDITIONS
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Note: A colour version of this figure is available on the Project C3
Figure B25
PREDICTED OPERATIONAL NOISE
CONTOURS: SCENARIO 3b UNDER
SOUTHEAST WIND CONDITIONS
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